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Speaking of which, if it was before, Yu Du didn’t have the courage to fight against these
gods. After all, he was just a mortal. How could he be the opponent of these gods?
But half a year ago, with the help of Gone, Yu Du had infused the blood of the demons
into his body, and his strength had also grown by leaps and bounds. It can be said that
Yu Du at this time was half-human and half-demon.
Under this premise, Yu Du and these magical soldiers are completely capable of
fighting.
“Kill!”
The residual poison at this time was almost crazy, completely killing the eyes, and in
just a few breaths, several divine soldiers were knocked back.
However, Yudu was also not feeling well. He was stabbed in several places on his
body, and the blood flowed out incessantly.
Huh…
Seeing this scene, Mo Yan bit her lip lightly, her face did not fluctuate at all, but she felt
a little anxious, and shouted at Yu Du: “Yu Du, as I said just now, the matter of the Sea
Dragon Palace has already been dealt with. It’s okay for you.”
“These dead subordinates don’t need your revenge, let’s go.” The
voice was not loud, but there was an unquestionable majesty.
Hearing this, Yu Du had a determined look on his face and shouted, “I’m not leaving, I’ll
be where the Queen is.” The last word fell, Yu Du clenched his long sword and rushed
towards the few magic soldiers in front of him.
After all, Yu Du was not a real demon. Although he had demon blood in his body, he
could no longer hold on to the constant attacks of the surrounding divine soldiers.
However, Yu Du did not flinch, and still persisted with gritted teeth.
Idiot…
Seeing Yu Du’s death, she didn’t leave, Mo Yan bit her lip tightly, both annoyed and
anxious.
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“Ha ha…”
At this moment, Lei Xingtian sneered and looked closely at Mo Yan: “I can’t save
myself, and I still have the heart to care about the lives of my subordinates? I tell you,
you can’t leave today.” The
voice fell, Lei Xing Tian greeted the other two brothers, burst out and attacked Moyan
again.
“Shameless, I only use more to bully the less.”
Seeing the three Lei Xingtian brothers who were rushing up, Mo Yan let out a coquettish
cry. There was no fear at all on her beautiful face, her delicate body flashed, and she
directly greeted them.
Bang Bang Bang…
In the blink of an eye, the three brothers Mo Yan and Lei Xingyu fought fiercely again in
mid-air.
…
at this very moment, in the dungeon.
While meditating, Gone quietly listened to the conversation of the magic soldiers
outside.
In the conversation of these divine soldiers, Gone knew that the battle situation outside
was coming to an end, and he knew the time was right at that time, and without any
hesitation, he directly broke the Immortal Binding Chain.
The Immortal Binding Lock is a unique magic weapon in God’s Domain. It possesses
supreme magic power. Once it is bound, it is extremely difficult to break free.
After the four brothers Lei Xingyu caught Gone, they immediately tied him up with the
Immortal Binding Chain.
At that time, Gone was deliberately arrested, so he did not resist. In fact, with his
strength, it was almost easy to break the Immortal Binding Chain.
Kacha…
The moment the Immortal Binding Lock was broken, there was a dull vibration.

All of a sudden, the magic soldiers who were discussing outside looked over one after
another, and when they saw it, they were all shocked.
I saw that Gogne had opened the prison door and walked out slowly.
“you….”
Under the shock, a captain of the magic weapon, unable to hide his inner panic, said to
Gone: “You… how did you come out?” This supreme demon was not defeated by the
four Xuangang gods. ?
But….why does he see nothing at all?
At the same time, the other divine soldiers around were also stupid, looking at Gone
with fear, but none of them dared to take the initiative to rush up.
“Haha…”
Feeling the fear in the hearts of these divine soldiers, Gone’s mouth raised a trace of
contempt, and said coldly: “Do you really think that those four idiots can capture me
alive?
” That’s it.”
Oh!
When the voice fell, Gone raised his hand and waved, and a terrifying power of the
demon soul swept out.
The magic soldiers present were too late to react. Under the raging power of this
powerful force, without exception, they were all stunned to the ground.
Whoosh!
At the moment when these divine soldiers fell to the ground, Gone’s figure erupted and
rushed out of the dungeon.
Going outside, Gone could see at a glance that Mo Yan was still fighting against the
three Lei Xingtian brothers in mid-air.
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Three people?
Seeing this scene, Gone couldn’t help frowning secretly.

The four mysterious generals have been inseparable, why is there a missing Lei
Xingyu?
Could it be that Lei Xingyu is hiding in the dark?
Thinking to himself, Gone resisted the urge to shoot and watched quietly. His strength
has not recovered to the peak, and he cannot crack the formation of the four brothers.
At this time, Lei Xingyu is not seen, and he does not dare to act rashly.
Gogne is very cautious, and he will not shoot easily without full confidence.
At this time, Gone still didn’t know that Lei Xingyu had returned to God’s Domain.
In mid-air at this time.
Under the siege of the three Lei Xingtian brothers, Mo Yan’s beautiful face was
extremely pale, and the power of the demon soul in her body was almost exhausted.
boom!
At this moment, Lei Xingshou found an opportunity, raised his hand and slapped Mo
Yan on the shoulder, and he heard Mo Yan grunt, and the volley was shaken back
dozens of meters away.
“Pfft…” After stabilizing her figure, Mo Yan spurted out a mouthful of blood, her face
pale and weak.
“Queen!”
Seeing this scene, Yu Du roared, anxious and distressed, waving the long sword in his
hand, trying to rush over.
However, there were too many magical soldiers in front of him, and it was more difficult
than reaching the sky to rush over to help Moyan out of the siege.
Haha….
At this time, Lei Xingtian burst out laughing and said proudly to Mo Yan: “Surrender,
don’t make unnecessary struggles.”
Hearing this, Mo Yan bit her lip tightly, her tone extremely firm. : “The demons never
surrender.” In just a few words, decisively,
“Looking for death!”

Hearing this answer, Lei Xingtian’s eyes suddenly turned gloomy, and a divine power
burst out, rushing towards Mo Yan.
At the same time, Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai also erupted and surrounded Mo Yan.
At this time, Mo Yan was already at the end of the fight. Not to mention dealing with the
three brothers at the same time, even against one of them, there is no chance of
winning.
Bang Bang…
In less than two rounds, Mo Yan spurted out another mouthful of blood. Taking
advantage of the opportunity, Lei Xingshou, who was behind her, suddenly pulled out a
long sword and stabbed Mo Yan in the back of her heart.
It’s over…
Feeling the power of this sword, Mo Yan couldn’t avoid it at all, her beautiful face was
instantly pale, and her heart was also indescribable despair.
Is this God’s will?
“Queen!”
Seeing that Mo Yan was about to be pierced by this sword, Yu Du, who was not far
away, let out a roar, rushed over with gritted teeth, and directly blocked behind Mei Hui.
“
Pfft…” In the next second, Lei Xingshou’s sword stabbed directly into Yu Du’s heart,
piercing his entire being, and blood spurted out instantly.
This sword directly destroyed Yu Du’s heart, and he saw that his face was extremely
pale, his body trembled violently, and he fell directly to the ground, but there was a
smile on his face.
In his heart, it is his honor to be a sword for the respected queen.
“Yu Du…”
Seeing this situation, Mo Yan’s delicate body was shocked, she couldn’t help but let out
a coquettish cry, then rushed over and hugged Yu Du: “You…you idiot, why don’t you
leave, and why don’t you leave? I’m going to die…”
When she said this, Mo Yan’s tone was full of reproach, but there were tears in her
eyes.

Why is this Yudu so stupid, even knowing that he is going to die, he still has to rush up.
call!
Feeling Mo Yan’s sadness, Yu Du completely forgot the severe pain on his body, and
said weakly: “The subordinates who blasphemed the Queen before, deserve to die for
their sins, and I can help the Queen with this sword now, which can be regarded as
redemption…”
“I only hope The queen…the queen can forgive me…then I’ll close my eyes when I
die…”
When he said this, Yu Du looked at Mo Yan closely, his eyes filled with anticipation.
Hearing this, Mo Yan felt even more heartbroken, shook her head and said, “I forgive
you, you hold on…you must hold on…” Since the establishment of the Sea Dragon
Palace, the most trusted person around Moyan is Yu Du.
Despite Yu Du’s blasphemous actions before, Mo Yan did not kill him, but expelled him
from the Sea Dragon Palace. At this time, seeing his life hanging by a thread, how could
he not be heartbroken?
At this moment, hearing Mo Yan’s answer, Yu Du was relieved: “I can get the Queen’s
forgiveness, I… I can also leave in peace, Queen… You, take care…” The
last word fell. , Yu Du smiled, and An Ran closed her eyes.
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“Yu Du…”
Seeing Yu Du’s breathlessness, Mo Yan let out a mournful cry, tears could not be
stopped at all, and flowed down her beautiful cheeks.
At this moment, the three brothers Lei Xingtian walked up to them step by step.
“It’s really ink.”
At this time, Lei Xingtian’s face was indifferent, and he sneered at Moyan: “One of the
ten great saints and demon kings actually shed tears for a human being, so you are
bound by emotions, you are not destined to become a climate. “The
tone was full of mockery.
Hearing this, Mo Yan chuckled lightly: “The Nine Heavens God was just a hypocrite. As
his lackeys, you have no right to comment on us.”

Shuh!
At this moment, the expressions of the three brothers Lei Xingtian were extremely ugly.
This woman is simply courting death. The Nine Heavens God is the greatest Heavenly
Emperor in the Divine Realm, but in her mouth, she has become a hypocrite. Speaking
of which, the four brothers were all drawn up by the Nine Heavens God. Seeing
Moyan’s rude words at this time, How can you bear it?
“Desecrate Your Majesty, court death.”
At this moment, Lei Xingtian roared angrily, raising the long sword in his hand, and
slashing directly at Mo Yan’s neck.
If nothing else, Mo Yan must be in a different place when this sword goes down.
Haha…
Seeing the long sword slashing over, Mo Yan showed a fearless smile, and then slowly
closed her eyes.
Zun Shang was caught, but he was unable to rescue him. The thousands of elites from
the Sea Dragon Palace he brought with him all died. Now, even the people he trusted
most died in his arms.
For a time, Mo Yan was disheartened and had no desire to resist. She just wanted to
die and get free.
But the only thing in my heart is the child who is a few months old.
Child…
At this moment, the moment Mo Yan closed her eyes, the image of a child appeared in
her mind. She was reluctant and guilty…
Child… Your mother will not be able to accompany you to grow up with you in the
future. I’m sorry, mother you…
hum!
Seeing that Mo Yan was about to be beheaded, just at this critical moment, a powerful
force burst out from not far away, and then, a figure came quickly with lightning speed.
His expression was cold and stern, and there was a suffocating breath all over his body.
It was Gogne.

Gone was hiding in the dark just now, observing the situation all the time, and seeing
that Lei Xingyu never appeared, he made a decisive move.
In Gone’s heart, these four brothers are also powerful in that formation. Now that Lei
Xingyu is missing, only these three brothers are left, which is nothing to worry about.
What?
At this moment, seeing Gone appearing from behind, whether it was Lei Xingtian or the
remaining two brothers, was shocked.
How did he escape from the dungeon?
Moreover, the aura pervading her body is so strong…
“Your honor..”
At the same time, Mo Yan was also surprised and delighted when she saw Gone
floating in midair, and couldn’t help but shout.
Originally thought that Gone would be ill-fated, Mo Yan felt completely relieved when he
felt his state at this time.
“Goni…”
Finally, Lei Xingtian was the first to react and looked closely at Gone: “I didn’t expect
you to escape from the dungeon, but don’t forget, this is the Qin Tianjian, even if you
get out by luck, you won’t be able to escape. Hearing this, Gone
smiled contemptuously, and said coldly: “What a fool, do you really think that I was
caught by you because of my poor strength? Back then, even Jiutian Laoer couldn’t do
anything about me. How many watchdogs do you have?”
Gone’s eyes flashed cold as he spoke.
Hearing this, Lei Xingtian felt deeply humiliated, and immediately shouted angrily: “The
thief of the defeated army, dare to speak madly.” After the words fell, Lei Xingtian’s
figure erupted, and stabbed Gone with a sword.
Huh…
This sword contains 100% of Lei Xingtian’s divine power, and the world changes color
as he sees the sword’s edge.
At the same time, Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai also erupted and attacked Gone.

“Jumping Clown…”
Looking at the attacking three brothers, Gone’s face was full of contempt, and then his
figure burst out and took the lead to meet Lei Xingtian.
Bang Bang…
Just in the blink of an eye, the moment Gone and Lei Xingtian collided, only a dull
sound was heard. At that time, Lei Xingtian hadn’t reacted to what was going on, and
the long sword was shaken and flew out.
And his whole person was also shaken back by tens of meters in the air.
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Mad….
After stabilizing his figure, Lei Xingtian stared at Gone, his eyes full of astonishment.
The strength of this Gone is really too strong.
hum!
Just when Lei Xingtian was shocked, Gone sneered and rushed over quickly, a force of
demon soul hit him, imprisoning him.
In an instant, Lei Xingtian couldn’t move.
Controlling Lei Xingtian, Gone’s eyes flickered coldly, the power of the demon soul
exploded around him, and turned to meet Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai.
Bang bang bang…
Three figures kept colliding in mid-air, making a loud shock. Within a round, Lei
Xingshou and Lei Xinghai were suppressed and retreated.
Soon, Gone found an opportunity to use the power of the Demon Soul to imprison them.
For a time, all the three brothers froze there, without the strength to fight again, their
faces lost their previous arrogance, but could not hide their nervousness.
“Gone…”
At this moment, Lei Xingtian took a deep breath and shouted at Gone, “It’s no use if you
caught us, my elder brother has already reported the news of your rebirth to Yutian

Palace. , when the time comes, when His Majesty arrives with the army of God’s
Domain, you will not be able to escape.”
At the same time, Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai also shouted.
“Gonie, let us go if you are sensible.”
“You demons are over, and there is no chance of a comeback.”
Hearing the angry shouts of the three brothers, Gone didn’t get angry at all, but instead
showed a playful smile.
“Let you go?”
In the next second, the corners of Gone’s mouth twitched, and he sneered: “The reason
why I was caught by you on purpose a day ago was just to wait for this moment, how
could I let you go easily.”
Huh…
listening to the tone No, the three brothers have a bad feeling.
In the next second, Lei Xingtian took a deep breath: “What do you want to do?”
Gone sneered: “It’s very simple, I’m not afraid to tell you the truth, although I have
condensed the power of the primordial spirit. Soul, but the strength has not recovered to
the peak, only by integrating your primordial spirits can I fully recover.”
Hiss…
The moment the words fell, the expressions of the three brothers changed, and they
couldn’t help gasping.
It turns out….he was deliberately arrested before, and the ultimate goal was this.
At the same time, Mo Yan, who was not far away, was also shocked, and looked at
Gone with complicated eyes, and his mind was buzzing.
Your Honor was caught on purpose?
If this is the case, wouldn’t the thousands of Sea Dragon Palace elites that he brought
with him die in vain?
There are residual poisons, and they should not have died in the first place.
Thinking of this, Mo Yan felt very uncomfortable.

At this moment, Gonie walked slowly to Lei Xingtian and said coldly, “You all know the
truth, now you can lead to death, let’s start with you.”
Om!
At the moment when the last word fell, Gone used the power of the devil’s soul, and his
five fingers became claws, directly clasping it on top of Lei Xingtian’s head.
In an instant, Lei Xingtian was shocked, and the divine power in his body leaked wildly,
which was then absorbed by Gone.
wow…
Seeing this situation, the surrounding magic soldiers were extremely angry and rushed
over.
“Let go of the god general.”
“Kill…”
Gone didn’t even look at the god soldiers who rushed up, and said coldly: “Go away…”
The voice fell, and he raised his hand and waved. The powerful demonic soul swept
out.
Bang bang bang… Before
those magical soldiers rushed to the front, they felt an overwhelming force coming
towards them, and they were immediately sent flying out. After they fell to the ground,
they all fell into a coma.
Afterwards, Gonie deployed a barrier film around him, completely covering himself and
the three Lei Xingtian brothers. With this enchantment membrane, the divine soldiers
outside would not be able to rush in at all.
After doing this, Gone continued to devour the primordial spirit that fused with Lei
Xingtian.
“Ah…”
At first, Lei Xingtian could endure it, but with the power of the Primordial Spirit in his
body, more and more leaked out, and finally he couldn’t help but let out a miserable
howl.
Hearing this tragic howl, Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai next to him were heartbroken
and shouted at Gone.

“Goni…you’re going to let my brother go.”
“I’m at odds with you…”
Their brothers were blood-connected, how could they be able to hold back when they
saw Lei Xingtian’s primordial spirit being swallowed up?
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“What are you arguing about?”
At this time, Gonie’s face was full of jokes: “When he integrates his primordial spirit, it
will be your turn.” The
voice fell, and Gone was buckled on top of Lei Xingtian’s head . He slowly raised his
right hand, and saw that Lei Xingtian’s whole body was flickering with golden light, and
a golden figure the size of a slap slowly condensed on top of his head.
It is the primordial spirit of Lei Xingtian.
At this moment, Gone grabbed the air and directly integrated the primordial spirit into
the body.
“You…”
Without the primordial spirit, Lei Xingtian’s face was pale and pale, and at that time he
let out a miserable howl: “Goni…you will not end well.” As a mysterious general, without
primordial spirit, It’s like losing everything.
“There’s so much nonsense…”
Hearing his curse, Gogne looked disdainful, finished the sentence coldly, slapped Lei
Xingtian’s head directly with a palm, and heard a crisp sound, Lei Xingtian didn’t have
time to scream, his skull shattered and died on the spot.
“Second brother…”
“Don’t…”
Seeing this scene, Lei Xingshou and Lei Xinghai couldn’t help shouting, their eyes were
blood red, revealing endless resentment and grief.
My brother died tragically in front of me, and no one could accept it.
Especially Lei Xingshou, he had a fiery personality. At this time, he was almost crazy,
and kept shouting at Gone: “I’m going to kill you, kill you…”

When roaring, Lei Xingshou tried hard. He tried to mobilize his primordial spirit, trying to
break free from the imprisoning force deployed by Gone, but he tried several times, but
all failed.
“kill me?”
At this time, Gone had completely devoured Lei Xingtian’s primordial spirit, and tilted his
head to look at Lei Xingshou: “Just relying on you, a lackey in the realm of the gods, you
dare to speak out nonsense?”
Om!
The voice fell, Gone’s figure flashed, and he was in front of Lei Xingshou, and at the
same time, his right hand was also tightly clasped on top of his head.
In the next second, under the power of Gone’s powerful demon soul, the divine power in
Lei Xingshou’s body also escaped frantically, and soon, the primordial spirit also
escaped from the body.
“Third brother…”
Seeing this scene, Lei Xinghai let out a sad cry, but just after he finished shouting three
words, the top of his head was also tightly clasped by Gone.
Buzz…
Soon, Lei Xinghai’s Primordial Spirit, under the pressure of Gone’s powerful Demon
Soul, also emerged from his body.
Gone directly put the two primordial spirits into his body, and then shot out two palms,
killing the brothers on the spot, then sat cross-legged and began to fuse the power of
the two primordial gods.
Huhuhu…
At this moment, I saw an incomparably powerful and pure force within the barrier film,
lingering around Gone’s body, and the strength continued to improve.
After more than ten minutes, the primordial spirits of the three brothers were completely
fused by Gone. It was seen that at this time Gone was no longer Liu Hao’s appearance,
but returned to his original appearance.
call!
At this moment, feeling the pure power in his body, Gone stood up slowly, his eyes
flashing with crazy excitement.

Peak strength…
I finally regained peak strength.
Hiss…
Seeing this situation, the magic soldiers who were isolated outside the barrier
membrane were all horrified, and their eyes couldn’t hide the fear.
Oops, this Demon Race Supreme not only killed the three god generals, but also
returned to its peak state, and the whole world will fall into a catastrophe again.
“Run, run..” In the
next second, someone shouted, and the gods and soldiers in the entire Divine Mirror,
like a flock of frightened birds, fled in all directions.
Seeing this scene, a trace of cruelty appeared on the corner of Gone’s mouth, and he
raised his hands suddenly, and saw a blood-colored magic ball condensed and
suddenly exploded among the fleeing divine soldiers.
Boom…
With a roar, hundreds of divine soldiers died tragically on the spot, their souls scattered.
The next second, Gone looked coldly at the Divine Book in front of him, and a terrifying
power of the devil’s soul erupted again. In an instant, the entire Divine Book was dusty
and turned into ruins.
After doing this, Gone urges the figure to hover in front of Moyan: “How are you?”
Hu… Moyan took a deep breath and
whispered: “I’m fine.”
Yan looked at Yu Du’s corpse next to him and felt very uncomfortable: “It’s just… Yu Du
and these people in the Sea Dragon Palace are all dead…”
Thinking of Yu Du who had blocked the deadly sword for himself just now, Mo Yan was
deeply saddened.
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However, Gone’s face was full of disapproval: “It’s just a bunch of ants, and if you die,
you will die. You have to be clear, their existence is for the revival of our demons, as a
stepping stone. .”
When saying this, Gogne looked indifferent, and his tone was even less emotional.
As the Supreme Being of the Demon Race, Gone regards all living beings in the world
as grass, even the members of the Sea Dragon Palace who have been following his
subordinates. In his heart, nothing is more important than reviving the Demon Race and
restoring his own strength.
The ants….
Hearing this, Mo Yan’s heart trembled. Seeing the corpses that died tragically in the
Sea Dragon Palace, she suddenly felt that the honorable person in front of her, whom
she had always respected, became a little strange.
Even if these members of the Sea Dragon Palace have a lower status in their hearts
than those of the Demon Race compatriots, they can’t be so ruthless.
After all, they died here to save you before.
However, thinking so in my heart, how dare I say these words?
Huh…
The next second, Mo Yan looked down at Yu Du’s corpse next to him, and said
solemnly, “Yu Du is also dead, and the Sea Dragon Palace, which has been developed
so hard, no longer exists…”
She didn’t finish her sentence. , Gone said coldly: “Women’s kindness, he gave you a
fatal blow just now, which is the greatest meaning of his existence, and it is his honor.”
“It doesn’t matter that the Sea Dragon Palace no longer exists, the deity has now
returned to its peak. Strength. Next, let’s go to Yue Wuya to take back the child, and
then kill God’s Domain.”
When talking about this, Gone’s face was cold and arrogant, looking up at the sky, and
said word by word: “This time, I will take God’s Domain. Turn upside down.”
“Yes!”
Mo Yan nodded, and then hesitated: “Your Highness, I want to bury Yu Du and the
bodies of the disciples of the Sea Dragon Palace. Then, let’s… set off again…”
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During the time when the Sea Dragon Palace was created , Mo Yan’s mood has
changed a lot, especially after having children, she has become less indifferent.
In her heart, the subordinates of Yu Du and Hailongdian, although they were all pirates
who committed no evil, were loyal to herself.
With Moyan’s strength at this time, he couldn’t revive the rest of the people, and the
only thing he could do was to bury them properly.
“Moyan…”
Feeling Moyan’s sadness, Gone’s face sank, and he scolded coldly: “When did you
become so indecisive? Just by dying these subordinates, will your will be gone? Could it
be that you Forget, how did our entire Demon Race perish?”
“What we have to do now is to seek revenge from the God Realm and revive the
Demon Race, not just grief here, if you really feel sad about the deaths of these people,
I think Don’t take your position as the Holy Demon King.”
Gone’s eyes flashed coldly when the last word fell. Pfft
… Feeling Gone’s anger, Mo Yan’s delicate body trembled, and she quickly knelt down,
saying in fear, “Your lord, let go of your anger, this subordinate… This subordinate has
not forgotten the revenge of the Demon Race.” Mo Yan was extremely nervous. She
knew Gone too well, she acted decisively, and once there was a gap in her heart, she
would definitely die. Speaking of which, if it was Moyan in the past, Gonie would never
frown if she wanted to kill her, but now it is different. She is always concerned about the
child in her heart, and is very afraid of death. Seeing Moyan kneeling there, Gone didn’t
respond, but just looked at her so quietly.
For a time, the entire ruins of Qin Tianjian were deadly silent.
The atmosphere was also extremely depressing, and Mo Yan was almost out of breath.
Hmm….
Finally, Gogne nodded and said lightly: “You haven’t forgotten, let’s go, let’s go to Xia
Yinzong.” When he was imprisoned in Qin Tianjian dungeon before, Gone was guarding
the dungeon. From the divine soldier’s mouth, he learned that the child has always been
in the Xia Yin Sect.
When the voice fell, Gone moved the figure and walked in the direction of Xia Yinzong.
Mo Yan responded, bit her lip tightly, and looked at Yu Du’s body reluctantly, then flew
up and followed Gone closely.

Chapter 5457 On the
other side, Ziwei Continent.
In the mysterious realm of heaven, Yue Feng sat cross-legged in the hall, quietly
adjusting the breath of the depleted primordial spirit.
Previously trapped in the Immortal Destruction Formation, all of Yue Feng’s Primordial
Spirit energy was transferred to Liu Ruxue’s body. For a time, Yue Feng’s situation was
like falling from heaven to hell.
Although he is a mysterious saint, he has no divine power, so he is a little stronger than
ordinary people.
Phew…
After sitting cross-legged for more than half an hour, Yue Feng took a deep breath and
slowly opened his eyes.
Feeling the situation in his body, Yue Feng’s face was full of bitterness, and he almost
wanted to cry without tears. He clearly felt that during the half hour of meditation, the
power of the primordial spirit in his body had not recovered much at all.
Done.
Before he was able to pass the Heaven Marrow Golden Core, he completely recovered
his strength.
And in the Heavenly Mysterious Realm, there is only one Heavenly Marrow Golden
Core. In this case, if you only rely on your own cultivation, when will you be able to
recover completely.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng was very depressed.
Forget it, let’s go out and see what’s going on. Although Liu Ruxue obtained her own
divine power, she would not use it flexibly, and she was facing the cunning Prince
Aotian.
Without her own assistance, Liu Ruxue would have difficulty subduing Prince Aotian.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng walked out of the hall quickly.
Bang bang bang….

As soon as he walked out of the hall, Yue Feng heard the sound of fighting in the open
space not far away, and the vibration of the breath kept coming, and he saw the
surrounding air, violently distorted.
Hearing this movement, Yue Feng didn’t think much, and quickly accelerated his pace.
Phew…
When he arrived at the place, seeing the scene in front of him, Yue Feng couldn’t help
frowning secretly.
I saw that the figures of Liu Ruxue and Prince Aotian kept colliding back and forth.
However, after Liu Ruxue got Yue Feng’s divine power, because he didn’t know how to
use it, the moves he played were sometimes strong and sometimes weak, and he
couldn’t completely subdue Prince Aotian.
Haha…
Under such circumstances, while responding to Liu Ruxue’s attack, Prince Aotian
laughed and mocked: “Liu Ruxue, just because you are a mere human woman, do you
want to fight this prince?”
“Even if you What if you have divine power? If you can’t use it, it’s a total waste of
heaven.”
“I tell you, your senior brother Ren Pingsheng was killed by me. Hehe, what kind of holy
flame did he cast at that time, Mingzun was just reborn, but at a critical moment, he
happened to encounter it. I, that’s why, this is God’s will.”
When mocking, Prince Aotian’s eyes were full of cunning.
Yes, he deliberately wanted to anger Liu Ruxue.
Liu Ruxue would not use the divine power in her body. If she was provoked and lost her
mind, she would be full of loopholes. At that time, Prince Aotian would have the
opportunity to fight back.
Swish!
At this moment, Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face instantly turned red, and the anger in her
heart rose even more, and she scolded: “Shameless, die.” The
voice fell, and the jade hand raised, and a powerful burst of anger broke out. Power is
coming towards Prince Aotian.

She was already sad for Ren Pingsheng, but now that Prince Aotian said it himself, how
could she still be calm?
At this time, Liu Ruxue didn’t know that she had already been tricked by Prince Aotian.
Whoosh!
Prince Aotian flashed, dodged the blow, and then sneered and mocked again.
“You have a whole body of divine power, but you can’t use it. It’s a waste.”
“You can’t hit me at such a close distance. I think you should go to hell and follow your
senior brother.” A
mocking sound came, Liu Ruxue Bite her lip tightly, her eyes almost spewed fire, and
her shot was getting faster and faster, but the more angry and anxious she was in her
heart, the more chaotic the use of divine power in her body.
Alas….
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng frowned and couldn’t help but curse inwardly.
Nima, this Prince Aotian is really despicable, he wants to anger Liu Ruxue and make
her lose her mind.
But I have to say that this move is really ruthless. After all, Liu Ruxue still doesn’t know
how to use divine power.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng did not hesitate at the time, and shouted at Liu Ruxue: “Liu
Ruxue, calm down, he is trying to anger you on purpose, don’t be fooled.”
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Swish!
Hearing the call, both Liu Ruxue and Prince Aotian looked at Yue Feng at once.
“Shut up!”
At this moment, Liu Ruxue bit her lip and scolded coldly: “Yue Feng, I don’t need you to
tell me about my business.” Live in shame.
Her innocence was taken away by Yue Feng, and it was like a thorn in her heart.
Seeing Yue Feng at this time, how could he have a good face?
Uh…

Seeing Liu Ruxue’s indifferent face, Yue Feng was speechless, but he continued: “You
can’t fully use your divine power yet, so you must be calm and don’t be irritated by him.”
“Once you lose your mind, It will be counterattacked by divine power…”
Hearing these words, Liu Ruxue’s face was icy cold, just pretended not to hear it, and
continued to attack Prince Aotian.
Bang Bang Bang…
For a time, Liu Ruxue and Prince Aotian were in mid-air, fighting fiercely, and a
deafening roar broke out.
While resisting Liu Ruxue’s attack, Prince Aotian glared at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, you
bastard without divine power, dare to appear in front of this prince.”
“When this prince defeats this woman, I’ll take care of you again.”
His tone was full of resentment.
I thought that by deploying the Immortal Destruction Formation, I could successfully
obtain the power of Yue Feng’s primordial spirit, but I never expected that Yue Feng
would actually give the power to this woman Liu Ruxue.
Ha ha…
In the face of Prince Aotian’s anger, Yue Feng did not panic at all, leaned on a stone
leisurely, and said slowly: “Want to take care of me? I’m afraid you won’t have a
chance, and now you should take good care of Liu Ruxue.”
“You Killing someone else’s senior brother and giving life for life is justified.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was full of jokes.
He could see that even though Liu Ruxue couldn’t use the divine power in his body, he
could try to contain Prince Aotian. No time to take care of yourself at all.
Under such circumstances, Yue Feng would naturally not miss the opportunity, so he
had to make a good mockery.
Mad…
Hearing this, Prince Aotian became furious and wanted to rush over and kill Yue Feng
with one palm, but Liu Ruxue’s crazy attack made him completely useless.

However, Yue Feng was not finished, he continued to laugh and sarcastically said:
“Aotian, you claim to be the son of the dignified Emperor of Heaven, but what you have
done has disgraced the royal family of the Divine Realm.
” I even took away the body of a Jianghu person, and I am ashamed for you. If your
father, the Nine Heavens God, is in the spirit of the sky, I am afraid that he will be
angry.”
“And you, you still want to be the emperor of heaven, hehe, you are despicable and
shameless. The villain, if you really become the Emperor of Heaven, this bright world
will never be peaceful.”
Yue Feng said more and more ruthlessly, and every sentence touched the pain point in
Prince Aotian’s heart.
Huh… for a while, Prince
Aotian’s anger rose, his eyes were blood red, and he stared at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, I
think you are really impatient.”
He had always hated him for missing the throne of the Heavenly Emperor, but at this
time, Yue Feng had been making fun of it, how could he not be angry?
Om….
In anger, Prince Aotian raised his hands, a terrifying aura swept out, and shouted
angrily at Liu Ruxue: “Dead woman, get out of my way.” After
speaking, he gave a fierce The palm hit Liu Ruxue.
At this time, Prince Aotian was about to force Liu Ruxue back, and then rushed over to
kill Yue Feng.
Feeling that Prince Aotian burst out with all his strength, Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face was
full of solemnity.
At the same time, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help but glared at Yue Feng.
This Yue Feng is really sick, he couldn’t use his divine power well, it is difficult to deal
with this Aotian prince, and he still angered this Aotian prince.
At this time, Liu Ruxue didn’t know that Yue Feng was deliberately angering Prince
Aotian. Just like Prince Aotian deliberately trying to anger Liu Ruxue just now.

Under Prince Aotian’s anger, the power that seemed to explode was terrifying, but his
and Ren Pingsheng’s bodies had not yet been fully integrated, and if something went
wrong, they would be backlashed.
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It can be said that by doing this, Yue Feng reciprocates his body in his own way.
Just this, Liu Ruxue couldn’t think of it for a while.
“Repay my senior brother.”
Even in the face of the angry prince Aotian, Liu Ruxue did not flinch at all. At this time,
he shouted and greeted the prince Aotian again.
Bang Bang…
In less than two rounds, Prince Aotian had the upper hand and suppressed Liu Ruxue
tightly.
For a time, Liu Ruxue bit her lip, and she became even more anxious.
“Liu Ruxue.”
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and shouted at Liu Ruxue: “Don’t
worry, although this Prince Aotian occupies your brother’s body, the divine power in his
body is far from that of him. You are strong.”
“I’m passing on a formula for you now, you must listen carefully.” As
he spoke, Yue Feng quickly said the formula for how to operate his divine power.
Phew…
Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Liu Ruxue took a deep breath, tried to calm herself down,
and then kept the formula in her heart.
To be honest, Liu Ruxue hated Yue Feng very much because of her innocence, and
didn’t want to listen to his words, but the Prince Aotian in front of him was too powerful
under the rage.
Under such circumstances, Liu Ruxue chose to use the formula despite some
resistance in her heart.
Om….

After a few seconds, Liu Ruxue recited the formula in her heart, and then used the
method taught by Yue Feng. Sure enough, the situation that was sometimes strong and
sometimes weak disappeared all of a sudden.
“Go to hell…”
After getting the correct way to use divine power, Liu Ruxue was very excited, and her
tender body was filled with an unprecedented fighting spirit.
With this palm, Liu Ruxue almost burst out with all her strength, and she saw that within
a thousand meters around, the air was violently distorted, and the power was amazing.
Nima…
Feeling the power of this palm, Prince Aotian did not dare to take it hard, and
immediately deployed a protective film in front of him.
In the next second, the palm force slammed into the protective film, a roar sounded, and
Prince Aotian groaned, and the whole person was shocked and flew out.
It flew more than 100 meters before falling heavily to the ground.
After landing, Prince Aotian glared at Yue Feng fiercely, unable to hide his killing intent,
Ma De, it was Yue Feng, it was not the way he taught this woman to use divine power,
and the situation would not change so quickly.
At the same time, Prince Aotian also realized something.
Isn’t what Yue Feng said just now to provoke himself? And he was also fooled himself.
For a time, Prince Aotian became more and more angry the more he thought about it.
But after all, he is the royal family of God’s Domain, and he calmed down quickly. Since
this woman already knows how to use divine power, she will definitely be unable to fight
head-on. It is better to show weakness first, and then find an opportunity to raid.
Pfft…
Thinking of this, Prince Aotian pretended to be seriously injured, staggered a few steps,
and finally fell to the ground with a look of weakness and sluggishness.
It was successful…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was very excited.

This Prince Aotian was so arrogant and arrogant, didn’t he finally lose to Liu Ruxue’s
hands?
I have to say that Prince Aotian is acting very similar, Yue Feng didn’t notice it at all,
and he was pretending to be weak now.
Whoosh!
At the same time, Liu Ruxue was also full of excitement, her delicate body came
gracefully, and her eyes were fixed on Prince Aotian: “Do you know how to repent now?
Kill my brother, I want you to pay for your life.”
“Haha…” Ao Prince Tian gave a miserable smile and said disdain: “In my heart, your
brother is just an ant. If you kill it, you will kill it. What’s there to repent of?
” of gloomy cold.
“If that’s the case, go die.”
Hearing this, Liu Ruxue’s pretty face was covered in frost, she didn’t hesitate at the
time, she clenched her sword tightly, and stabbed Aotian Prince in his heart.
At this time, in Liu Ruxue’s heart, the Aotian Prince in front of him had just been
severely injured by himself, and he had no power to fight back, and killing him was
easy.
But she was wrong.
Om…
Seeing this sword, I was about to pierce Aotian Prince’s heart. Suddenly, Aotian Prince,
who was very weak, burst out, and his body was as fast as the wind and directly
avoided this sword.
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After avoiding this sword, Prince Aotian smiled grimly: “Stupid woman, do you really
think that that slap just defeated me? You are so tender.”
Om!
When the words fell, Prince Aotian suddenly raised his right hand and slapped Liu
Ruxue with a fierce palm.
Holy crap..

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng’s face changed, this Prince Aotian is really cunning, he
just pretended.
While shocked, Yue Feng couldn’t help sweating for Liu Ruxue.
“You…”
Seeing Prince Aotian’s sudden outburst, Liu Ruxue was also shocked, shocked and
angry. At that time, I wanted to dodge, but the distance was too close, and it was too
late.
Bang…
The next second, this palm made Liu Ruxue’s body, and she groaned, her delicate body
backed up dozens of steps, and finally stopped when she hit a rock.
“Pfft…” At the same time as she stopped, Liu Ruxue spat out a mouthful of blood, her
beautiful face instantly pale.
Haha…
The sneak attack was successful, Prince Aotian was full of pride, laughed loudly, and
said to Liu Ruxue: “Stupid woman, I didn’t expect it, your palm did hurt me just now, but
it wasn’t as serious as you thought. “
Speaking, Prince Aotian’s eyes were full of arrogance: “What if you get Yue Feng’s
divine power? Didn’t I play in the palm of your hand in the end?”
Hearing this, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help it. He scolded: “Despicable.” I was angry and
annoyed at the same time. Just now he was pretending, why didn’t he notice it?
mean?
Hearing the insults, Prince Aotian was not at all angry, but smiled proudly: “Just now,
Yue Feng deliberately angered me in order to help you, isn’t it despicable?” Feng: “Yue
Feng, you want to use this woman to deal with me, your wishful thinking is wrong.”
Hu…
Yue Feng breathed softly, ignoring it, and just stared at Liu Ruxue.
She should be fine after being slapped…
“Don’t drag me and him together.” At this time, Liu Ruxue secretly adjusted the divine
power in her lower body, her red lips parted lightly, and she gave a cold scolding.

Although Yue Feng had just taught the formula to operate divine power, Liu Ruxue did
not appreciate it at all. At this time, seeing Prince Aotian pulling the two of them
together, he felt even more disgusted in his heart.
“Hehe, no matter what the relationship between the two of you is, you will definitely die
together today.”
At this moment, Prince Aotian said coldly, and his figure erupted like a bolt of lightning,
rushing towards Liu Ruxue quickly.
Looking at the rushing Prince Aotian, Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face did not show any panic,
nor did she dodge, but stretched out her jade hand and attacked directly.
The next second, the palms of the two sides collided and did not separate.
Compete for power.
That’s right, the reason why Liu Ruxue didn’t hide was that he planned to use the
method of competing for divine power to completely defeat Prince Aotian. Although he
was slapped just now, Liu Ruxue was not seriously injured because of the divine
protection in his body.
For a time, Liu Ruxue and Prince Aotian were palm to palm, each other’s divine power
surging continuously, and they became deadlocked with each other.
This….
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng frowned secretly, and his heart suddenly became
anxious.
How could Liu Ruxue, a foolish woman, compete with Prince Aotian for divine power?
You must know that this method is the most dangerous.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng wanted to rush up to help.
However, Liu Ruxue and Prince Aotian were filled with divine power, forming a powerful
pressure. Yue Feng had no divine power in his body, and before he approached, he
was suppressed and breathless.
Unable to rush, Yue Feng was even more anxious.
Wow…
It was at this time that footsteps suddenly came from not far away, and then, a dozen
Lihuomen hall masters and hundreds of elite disciples rushed over quickly.

Originally, these Lihuo Sect disciples had been guarding the entrance to the Heavenly
Mysterious Realm under the orders of Prince Aotian, but they had not seen Prince
Aotian and Liu Ruxue come out for a long time. These hall masters felt bad and brought
their disciples in to check.
This… what’s the situation?
Soon, everyone came to the front, and they were all stunned when they saw the scene
in front of them.
I saw that the head and the saint were standing there, palm to palm competing for
internal strength.

